
I N T E GR AT I O N  PA R T N E R

Transform threat intelligence quality and speed
Mandiant finished intelligence reports, cultivated by more than 500 experts, help you get a more 

comprehensive view of the cyber threat landscape. Silobreaker helps you produce higher quality 

intelligence faster by bringing all the parts of the intelligence cycle together in a single SaaS 

platform; from the management of intelligence requirements to the automated collection and 

processing of structured and unstructured data; to the analysis, production and dissemination of 

threat intelligence. Combine the two, and you transform threat intelligence quality and speed.

Be the first to know of threats
Get a head start on threats with visibility and context from more sources in one place. 

Silobreaker’s ability to automatically collect, analyse and connect the widest range of 

structured and unstructured data helps instantly scale your data coverage and your 

understanding of threats. By connecting your Mandiant subscription with Silobreaker’s 

uniquely curated selection of open web, deep and dark web and other finished intelligence 

sources, you get more value from existing investments, help reduce investigation times and 

benefit from enhanced visualisations showing your connection to threats with the potential 

to impact your operations.

Connect to Mandiant in seconds
Connecting your Mandiant Threat Intelligence Fusion or Mandiant Threat Intelligence 

Security Operations subscription is quick and easy. Simply enter licence keys in the 

Silobreaker SaaS platform to begin collecting Mandiant threat reports as they are published.

Premium cyber threat intelligence integrates 
with the only software to connect the entire 
intelligence cycle. This powerful combination 
delivers enhanced intelligence with context, 
faster, to reduce risk.

Generate faster and 
higher quality cyber 
threat intelligence
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Learn more and request a demo 
silobreaker.com

Less risk. Fewer tools
Answer more security and threat intelligence requirements with a single tool, streamline 

operational costs and improve decision-making with more actionable intelligence. Silobreaker 

provides everything you need in one place to make intelligence-led decisions. Faster. 

Capabilities only available in Silobreaker

Save time with one central 
view of intelligence
Mandiant reports are provided in Silobreaker to save you time 

when investigating threats. Choose to view the full Mandiant 

collection or reports relevant to specific priority intelligence 

requirements (PIRs), with Mandiant report widgets available 

for any Silobreaker threat monitoring dashboard.

Add deeper context in seconds
View or download any report in the original PDF format, or 

switch to the Silobreaker Relevance Engine view. This unique 

view automatically highlights entities for deeper context. 

Hover over any indicator to instantly reveal risk scoring 

from Mandiant and other providers, access term definitions 

and link seamlessly to content across the open, deep and 

dark web and other premium providers without leaving the 

platform to increase analyst efficiently and add context to 

reports faster.

Let Silobreaker do the reading
Our unique In Focus view does the reading for you, with a 

quick summary of what Mandiant analysts write, including 

malware, threat actors, IOCs and more. This provides a fast 

path to the most relevant reports, the ability to link threats 

to assets, people or places and greater time-to-value from 

Mandiant subscriptions.


